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Here you can find the menu of Koung Thai in Rockwall. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Laura Gillespie likes about Koung Thai:

Very good Thai dishes. I ordered from the party menu and took it home. A small tray that should feed 5 or 6
people was very generous and probably could've fed 8. Chicken fried rice was a big hit with the family, and fresh
Thai Spring Rolls were excellent. Staff was friendly and brought my big order out to the car. Will definitely come

back. read more. What MrMalibug doesn't like about Koung Thai:
First time customer. Amazing. Will return, often. To all the 1 star Vegans..I declare: If the Creator didn't want us

eating animals, he would not have made them so tasty! Go to a lawn service company and eat the fresh mowed
lawn clippings. Woketopians???? read more. Koung Thai from Rockwall uses for its fine menus the Thai

culinary famous spices and (fish-)sauces, along comes freshly harvested vegetables, seafood and meat, On
the menu there are also several Asian meals. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Koung Thai.

Anyone who finds the normal and generally known dishes too ordinary should approach with a willingness to
experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients eat, fine vegetarian meals are also on the menu

available.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Mai� course�
CRAB

Sandwic�, Bagel�, Burger
FRIED EGG

Mea� dishe�
YELLOW CURRY

Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Ric� Dishe�
CHICKEN FRIED RICE

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Currie�
PANANG CURRY

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

VEGETABLE

EGG

BEEF

VEGETABLES
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